GIVEAWAY: ArmourLite Tactical Pen (Made in the USA & Costs $99.95) CLOSED!

Categories : K.W.N Giveaways

ArmourLite revolutionized the watch industry as the first manufacturer to combine shatterproof glass construction with tritium illumination. Designed to meet the demanding needs of law enforcement officers, military personnel, first responders and extreme outdoorsmen, our watches...
provide the ultimate synthesis of accuracy, durability, and ease of use in all light conditions. Visit www.armourlite.com for more information.

What Is A Tactical Pen?

To put it simply, it’s a rugged pen, usually made from aluminium that both writes on paper and serves as a blunt spike weapon which is designed to inflict high impact strikes (it's not meant to pierce skin), they are typically used for self-defence. They can also be used to break glass for emergency escape from vehicles etc.

About the ArmourLite Tactical Pen

To complement the ArmourLite watches, the ArmourLite Tactical Pen was designed to be the toughest pen out there, period. Made by industry leading Tuff-Writer in the USA, it is built to withstand blistering cold, intense heat and any kind of harsh environment an operator is bound to encounter. The thixotropic ink in the hermetically sealed cartridge and pressurized to nearly 35 psi lasts three times longer than a standard ballpoint pen.

With an estimated shelf life of 100 years, the pen writes at altitudes up to 12,500 feet where most other pens simply won't. Best of all, no matter how harsh the conditions the pen will work with operating temperatures from -30 to 250 degrees Fahrenheit (-35 to 120 degrees Celsius).

Designed with a sharp as well as rounded end, it can effectively be used as a take anywhere defensive implement or control device. The smoothly finished point also doubles as a PDA stylus device. The external knurling and slightly upward tipped spring steel clip allow an exceptionally low slip grip while not snagging during deployment or holstersing. The Mil-A-8625 “F” black anodizing over a machine finish provides a rock hard surface finish.

How To Enter The Contest

Entering couldn't be easier! For your chance to win this ArmourLite Tactical Pen:

Via the widget below: 'Like' the Knowledge Weighs Nothing Facebook page AND 'Share' the Facebook contest post.

You have to do BOTH and enter your Facebook name, to be entered (If you already 'Like' the KWN Facebook page, simply share the post).

a Rafflecopter giveaway
The winner will be announced here within 24 hours of the contest closing, so check back and see if you won!